TeamEDA’s Best-in-class Support and Maintenance

Relationships are very important to us.
You can develop one with the Developers of the software!
What is support and why is it important?
TeamEDA support team is ready to:
Provide technical assistance
User training, and
Answer any questions you may have.

Get the most out of LAMUM!
We are here to support you in doing so quickly and
easily. LAMUM is very robust, and from time to time,
you may need help on a given topic.
Our Developers are knowledgeable and are thus able
to address any questions quickly and easily by using
our Technical Troubleshooting Guide. TeamEDA has
consistently evolved this comprehensive and well
organized guide over the last 12 years.

How can you reach our Support team?
support@teameda.com (within 30 minutes)
603.656.5200 (U.S. Eastern time zone)

Helpful Hint:
TeamEDA has an on-line library full with support
documentation at TeamEDA.com/Resources-Index.
There are numerous Application Notes, White
Papers, and Video tutorials available. You can use
the Topic Search Box to find related materials. This
library is available 24x7.

Our Developers will help you!

Take Advantage of Our
Free 30-Day Trial
http://teameda.com

TeamEDA, Inc.
(603) 656-5200
Info@Teameda.com

“License Asset Manager” and “LAMUM” are trademark names of TeamEDA and are products solely of TeamEDA.

TeamEDA’s Best-in-class Support and Maintenance

Relationships are very important to us.
You can develop one with the Developers of the software!
What is an “Update”?
Sometimes called a point release, it is new enhancements and bug
fixes. TeamEDA has 2 releases per year, usually Spring and Fall.
Updates are quick to install, only taking 10 minutes, including
automatic Backup.
Each release is accompanied by a Webinar for Customers, covering
the release details, new features/functionality, and bugs fixed.
Webinars are recorded and posted on the TeamEDA website.

Why are regular updates important?
As the product evolves and increases in functionality. TeamEDA
puts a lot of effort into QA so there are very minimal amount of bugs.
But if you find one, you want it fixed as quickly as possible. We agree.
If you can’t wait until the next point release, we will send you a “patch”.
Customers may choose to upgrade to the next release or not. You can
wait if you wish to until you need the additional functionality, or bug fix.

TeamEDA’s commitment to use
Developers for Support

On-site Consulting Service
Finally, TeamEDA is the only Vendor that
offers On-site Consulting for "Engineering
Software Management Best Practices”
and/or “LAMUM Implementation”.
Our 2-day package typically includes:
Audit of existing management
methodology
Best Practices Workshop
License entry for monitoring
Unlimited User Training
User Dashboards / Alerts /
Batch Reports Setup
TeamEDA will recommend a set of
On-demand and Batch Reports based
on your Company priorities and goals.
The 2-day package: $3k plus travel.
Contact TeamEDA for more information
or a formal quote.

a) The best, most knowledgeable resource is available to you
b) Feedback to Development is good, and
c) Encourages Customer empathy (for the Developer).

About TeamEDA, Inc.
TeamEDA are experts in the development and deployment of Integrated Software
Licensing Management for Engineering Applications. With its proprietary software,
TeamEDA combines both License Asset Management and Usage Monitoring into
one integrated suite of services. LAMUM™ is a best-in-class software tool that no
manager’s toolkit is complete without. TeamEDA is headquartered in Manchester, NH.
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